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Strong casting and staging find all the good times in this gods-and-goofballs mash-up 
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BAINBRIDGE ISLAND — It’s not easy blending themes as disparate as Greek mythology and 1980s California pop culture. 

And the musical “Xanadu” is hit and miss in its efforts to do so. 

What the musical does do with great success — in addition to being vastly better than the shlock 1980 movie that inspired 

it — is acknowledge its own ridiculousness. This loony Mount Olympus-Venice Beach mash-up is best attacked with 

tongues firmly planted in cheeks. 

Tolstoy, it ain’t. But if you’re in the mood for some leg warmers-and-headbands Eighties nostalgia, and a show that 

knowingly winks at you as punctuation to its every goofy moment, then there’s a real hoot to be had at Bainbridge 

Performing Arts’ current staging of “Xanadu,” which finishes up the second weekend of its three-weekend run with a 7:30 

p.m. show May 12 and a 3 p.m. matinee May 13 (evening shows May 18 and 19 and a 3 p.m.-er May 20 finish things off). 

“It’s not for the intelligent, or the well-educated, but for people like you.” That’s “Xanadu” protagonist Sonny, a dingbat 

street artist who’s attempting to describe his work, but might actually be characterizing the show itself. 

Thing is, intelligent, well-educated people aren’t immune to the good time “Xanadu” offers, and BPA’s bright, fast-paced 

and largely well-rendered production delivers. Director Joanna Hardie, musical director Elizabeth Faye and — particularly 

— choreographer Heather Dawson seem to have gone into the project recognizing both the show’s limitations and its 

potential for fun. 

They wring it out for every possible laugh, giggle and groan. Costumer Janessa Styck gets into the act with some 

imaginative mythological get-ups to go with the togas and sandals, and Faye’s four-piece backing band (“Elizabeth’s Light 

Orchestra,” a nod to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame band or Jeff Lynne, who paired with John Farrar to pen the show’s 

songs. 

Once in a while, an ELO song will feel shoehorned into the proceedings (“Evil Woman”), but the stretches are as good-

natured as the show’s self-deprecating humor. 
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But most of the songs fit just fine, even when you don’t expect them to. “Have You Never Been Mellow,” f’rinstance, is 

remembered as an AM radio hit for Olivia Newton-John (whose star power was one of the main reasons the “Xanadu” 

movie was made in the first place), but it makes perfect sense as demigod Clio’s plea for her life to Zeus. 

(Realize, of course, that we need some latitude to talk about “perfect sense” in a show about Greek gods visiting a 

California roller disco.) 

BPA’s production is bolstered significantly by the work of its cast, from leads Justine Stillwell (Clio) and Nate McVicker 

(Sonny) right down to designated tap-dancer Max VanNocken-Witmer. They supply some terrific voices, comic chops, 

roller-skating acumen and a very necessary sense of “stay with us” self-awareness. 

Stilwell, in her second BPA show (following a supporting role in 2015’s “Hair”) is — in a word — marvelous. She’s got by 

far the most to do, the majority of it on skates, and she is completely successful both in singing the daylights out of her 

many songs and connecting that “we know this is silly, just have fun” vibe with the audience — especially where her 

Australia accent, when she comes to earth as alter ego Kira, is concerned. Her singing found just the right mix of Newton-

John-esque pop crooning and a more theatrical style. 

McVicker aces Sonny’s SoCal doofus persona, but still makes him empathetic, and brings a slightly more rock aesthetic to 

his singing (he could front a band, I think). And Matty McCaslin does solid work as Danny, a Scrooge-like character who 

becomes Sonny’s ally as they share a “Strange Magic” connection to Clio/Kira. 

No one has more fun than Jessica Robins and Barbi-Jo Smith as a pair of nasty muses who decide to curse Clio to fall in 

love with the mortal Sonny — mostly, it seems, so they can break into a series of hilarious cackling fits. The other muses 

all contribute to the fun, too, including Central Kitsap’s Ania Briggs, making her BPA debut and holding her own with the 

show’s assemblage of talent. 

Strangely, the May 11 performance I attended was well short of being sold out. Might’ve been the weather outside, which 

was as sunny as “Xanadu’s” songs. Or it might be that folks remembered the nose-holding reviews the movie version 

garnered and decided to stay away. 

That’s too bad. As previously stated, there’s nothing profound to be found in “Xanadu,” but it will make you glad you 

went. It will make you laugh. It will make you remember. It will make you mellow. 

Plant your vegetables in the sun all day, and then go to BPA and have some fun. 
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